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Step into 
the Space.
Prepare to embark on a new journey into the revolutionary 
space of STARIA, where you will travel in maximum comfort, 
enjoy the pleasure of face-to-face conversation, and spend 
life-enriching moments. In this space, the possibilities are 
as unlimited as the different lifestyles of its owners. It’s one 
small step for STARIA and one giant leap into the future of 
MPV mobility.
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STARIA Premium
STARIA Premium stirs up the winds of change to open a new chapter in MPV driving.  
Inspired by the concept of a luxurious modern lounge, the futuristic styling commands instant 
attention. The lounge idea is fully realized the moment you step inside the multi-open space 
cabin, where you are greeted by a wonderful feeling of openness and smart technologies that 
make daily driving a lot easier.
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Full LED headlamps / Tinted brass chrome Parametric pixel lights (LED rear combination lamp) / Tinted brass chrome 18″ tinted brass alloy wheels

Design in a new direction.
For a clean break with the past, STARIA designers adopted the one curve gesture to advance MPV design in an entirely new 
direction. Radiating simplicity and high-tech elegance, the futuristic silhouette provides clues to STARIA’s cutting-edge 
technologies that make driving safer, more comfortable, and more convenient than ever before. STARIA Premium does 
more than establish a new design aesthetic: it redefines the luxury MPV segment to stand in a class of its own.
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64-color ambient mood lamp
Whether you prefer an ambiance that is soft and gentle or lively and exciting, or 
somewhere in between, the shades of the mood lamp are user-customizable to 
suit personal preferences.
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Premium relaxation seat (one-touch relaxation mode)
At the touch of a button, the Premium relaxation seat features redistributes your bodyweight to make you feel like you’re floating in the air and it cares for you in all weather conditions 
with its 3-stage heating and ventilation functions. The 2-way backrest, 2-way seat cushion and 4-way legrest are individually adjustable to suit personal preferences.  

Seater

Upgrade to executive class with the luxuriously appointed 7-seater, and the miles will 
just fly by.  The Premium relaxation seats are designed to relieve the pressure points of a 
conventional seat, so you feel as if you’re seated in your favorite recliner in your living room.
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Swiveling independent seat
STARIA Premium’s flexible seating multiplies the fun factor, especially when traveling with children on long-distance trips. The 2nd-row swiveling independent seat rotates 180º degrees 
to allow face-to-face conversation among rear seat passengers and 90º to promote easier entry and egress.

The exceptionally versatile Premium 9-seater will have you looking forward to the fun
of the next road trip. The perfect choice for large families comes with swiveling
independent seats, a long sliding adjustment function, and loads of other comforts and
convenience features that magically shrink long distances and make time fly by.9Seater
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Smart power sliding door
No hands, no button pressing required. The smart door senses your presence and slides open 
automatically (as long as the smart key is on your person). 

Smart power tailgate (with auto-close function) 
If you can’t reach into your pocket for your smart key because your hands are full, STARIA’s smart power tailgate does all the work 
for you by automatically opening as you approach the vehicle and automatically closing as you walk away.

Convenience at its best.
Crafted for peak comfort and convenience, STARIA Premium gets it right by surrounding you with a variety of smart features 
that provide unexpected delight. The sliding door and tailgate open and close automatically on your approach and departure. 
Long sliding seats provide an extra measure of flexibility for reconfiguring the cabin space while the BOSE premium sound 
system transforms STARIA Premium into a concert hall on wheels.

BOSE premium sound system (Premium option)
Bose speakers create a truly immersive sound experience and include dynamic speed 
compensation to automatically calibrate speaker volume according to your driving speed.

Long sliding seats*

Increasing the range of the to-and-fro motion of the rear seat makes it easy to create 
extra luggage space and helps passengers get in and out more easily.

* Premium 9-seater, 11-seater (wagon) only 
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STARIA (Wagon)
The iconic good looks of the STARIA (Wagon) are just half the story.  Just step inside 
to discover the rest: every cabin detail has been reimagined to make driving life 
easier, safer, and more fun. Innovating inside and out: that’s the sign of authentic 
design leadership.
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LED headlamps Parametric pixel lights (LED rear combination lamp)

In a class of its own.
From the moment you first lay eyes on STARIA, you know it stands in a class of its own. It‘s not imitative or derivative but a truly 
original creation—the product of inspired design. Inside, you’re greeted by a spacious, wide-open cabin that flourishes with 
premium touches like the digital gauge cluster and elegant materials that feel so soft to the touch and are always easy on the eyes.
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Panoramic window
Lowering the beltline brings more light into the cabin and creates a feeling of 
openness. Add a panoramic window and enjoy a great view of the world passing by.

Pleasant space with plenty of headroom
STARIA offers a high ceiling and abundant headroom for a relaxed, wide-open feeling. 
The step height has been lowered for easier access. 

Every inch of the well-designed 9-seater makes optimal use of cabin space so 
that everyone on board is assured of living room comfort. For enhanced safety, 
all 9 seats are equipped with adjustable headrests and 3-point seat belts.9Seater
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Full flat seats
Folding the backrests of the 2nd-, 3rd-, and 4th-rows into the flat position increases the load space to 2,468mm so you can carry 
oversized items, extra luggage, or enjoy overnight camping if you like. 

* The 11-seaters’ 3rd-row center space is empty. Caution is advised when using the full flat feature.

The STARIA 11-seater offers limitless possibilities and is perfect for both short 
and long excursions. There’s ample legroom, shoulder room, and headroom, plus 
multiple USB charging ports on board to keep everyone happy during the trip.11Seater
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Surround View Monitor
Surround View Monitor displays video of the situation around the 
vehicle for safe parking.

Smart power sliding door
Upon sensing the presence of the proximity key, the smart door automatically slides itself open after 
a pre-set interval—a very convenient feature when your hands are full. 

Everyday is liberation day.
STARIA’s smart features are truly liberating—they give you the freedom to focus on more important things. With the smart 
key or the smartphone app, STARIA’s sliding doors open and close automatically. There’s an abundance of storage space, 
and nice-to-have convenience features like the AVNT that serves as a surround-view monitor while parking or as a rear-
view monitor to let you keep an eye on traffic behind you.

Smart power tailgate (with auto-close function) 
With the smart key and new proximity sensor, tailgate operation is truly smart and hands-free: it opens and closes 
automatically without requiring any driver input whatsoever.

Long sliding seats*

Increasing the range of the to-and-fro motion of the rear seat makes it easy to create 
extra luggage space and helps passengers get in and out more easily.

* Premium 9-seater, 11-seater (wagon) only 
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STARIA (Van)
Spacious and smart, the STARIA (Van) provides everything you need to 
get the job done efficiently, safely, and in style. You get loads of room for 
your cargo and a well-appointed cabin that provides an oasis of comfort 
and relaxation for you and your crew.  
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3-Seater passenger space
The multi-purpose design includes a foldable center storage console that makes room for a third passenger 
when raised. Seat side bolsters and adjustable center armrests provide excellent support and comfort. 

Spacious cargo area
STARIA’s cargo space is impressive and highly flexible: load your cargo quickly and easily through 
the 870mm-wide sliding door or through the tailgate.

Offering 4,935ℓ of luggage space*, the 3-seater combines 
maximum cargo-hauling capacity with uncompromising levels 
of comfort and convenience.

* (VDA standard)

The above image shows 1,200X800mm Euro pallets.

3 Seater
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5-Seater passenger space
Rear headroom, legroom, and shoulder room have been maximized to balance the needs for peak passenger comfort and 
optimal cargo space. The backrest angle of the rear seats has been increased to 21º for a more relaxed seating position.

Twin swing doors
Seconds matter when you’re on a busy run, so you’ll appreciate the versatility and time-saving 
advantages of the twin swing doors option. Open just one door on the required side or open 
both, as the occasion demands, and you’ll be in and out in no time, shaving valuable seconds 
off of each stop. We have reduced the ground-to-floor distance to 573mm to make lifting a little 
easier and lengthened the cargo bed to 1,705mm so you never have to leave anything behind.

Smart power tailgate (Van standard)
The smart power tailgate senses the proximity key and automatically opens and closes the tailgate without 
requiring any additional driver inputs. This hands-free feature is handy when carrying an armful.

The 5/6-seater is ready to handle the toughest jobs while providing 
an exceptional level of comfort and flexibility for you and your crew. 
Its 1.6m-long cargo bed improves your efficiency by allowing you to 
carry more per trip.

Seater5 6
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Twin swing doors (optional) 5/6-seater window van cargo space Window security bars

The space to grow your business.
Impressively spacious and equipped with flexible design features like twin swing doors that speed up loading and 
unloading, the STARIA (Van) is the ideal partner for tradesmen and pro drivers who demand maximum efficiency. 
With its 2.5m-long cargo bed, the 3-seater van always seems to be hungry for more cargo. And to ensure you are 
equipped with the perfect tool for the job, there is a choice of seating and body style configurations.

3-seater panel van cargo spacePassenger / cargo space bulkhead
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Powerful and safe.
Whether you choose the diesel or gasoline engine, the 6-speed manual or 8-speed automatic 
gearbox, STARIA’s new and more efficient powertrains unleash powerful performance and a rush 
of endorphins. When the roads are slippery due to poor weather conditions, HTRAC all-wheel 
drive delivers maximum traction to all four wheels so you can keep moving ahead safely. Standard 
safety equipment includes 3-point seatbelts, headrests, and the latest airbag technologies to keep 
everyone aboard well-protected.

3-point seatbelts/6 airbags
3-point seatbelts and adjustable headrests are now standard for 
all seats. 1st-row supplemental restraints include 2 front and 2 
side airbags, while twin grand curtain airbags protect rear-row 
occupants.

HTRAC all-wheel drive
Whether you’re driving in snow, in rain or over unpaved roads, 
HTRAC ensures that all four wheels are providing maximum traction at all 
times. And for those special times when you want power distribution to be 
evenly split between the front and rear axles, just press 4WD Lock.

Smartstream G3.5

33.8 Maximum Torque
kg.m/5,000 rpm

272 Maximum Power
ps/6,400 rpm

44.0 

2.2 CRDi Diesel

177 Maximum Power
ps/3,800 rpm

Maximum Torque
kg.m/1,500~2,500 rpm
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Smartstream G3.5

33.8 Maximum Torque
kg.m/5,000 rpm

272 Maximum Power
ps/6,400 rpm

Powerful and safe.

3-point seatbelts/6 airbags
3-point seatbelts and adjustable headrests are now standard for 
all seats. 1st-row supplemental restraints include 2 front and 2 
side airbags, while twin grand curtain airbags protect rear-row 
occupants.

HTRAC all-wheel drive
Whether you’re driving in snow, in rain or over unpaved roads, 
HTRAC ensures that all four wheels are providing maximum traction at all 
times. And for those special times when you want power distribution to be 
evenly split between the front and rear axles, just press 4WD Lock.

44.0 

2.2 CRDi Diesel

177 Maximum Power
ps/3,800 rpm

Maximum Torque
kg.m/1,500~2,500 rpm

Whether you choose the diesel or gasoline engine, the 6-speed manual or 8-speed automatic 
gearbox, STARIA’s new and more efficient powertrains unleash powerful performance and a rush 
of endorphins. When the roads are slippery due to poor weather conditions, HTRAC all-wheel 
drive delivers maximum traction to all four wheels so you can keep moving ahead safely. Standard 
safety equipment includes 3-point seatbelts, headrests, and the latest airbag technologies to keep 
everyone aboard well-protected.
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Lane Following Assist (LFA)

A front camera tracks the lane markers and helps keep the vehicle safely 
centered within the lane.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA)

If there’s a danger of a collision with a car, pedestrian, or cyclist, FCA provides an early warning and, 
if necessary, it automatically brakes for you. It also detects oncoming vehicles at intersections to 
promote safer left turns.

Safe Exit Assist (SEA)

When the occupant opens the door to exit the vehicle after a stop, if an 
approaching vehicle from the rear side is detected, the function provides a 
warning. The function also helps keep the rear door closed through operation 
of the power sliding door.

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)

A front view camera detects lane markers and road edges helping prevent 
unintentional lane departures. When the vehicle strays from its lane (or road), the 
system sets off a visual and sound alarm and automatically steer the vehicle to 
prevent it from moving out of its lane (or road).

Smart Cruise Control (SCC)

Smart Cruise Control helps maintain distance from the vehicle ahead and drive 
at a speed, set by the driver.

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist (RCCA)

RCCA warns of the approach of a vehicle across the rearward path when 
reversing and, if necessary, emergency braking is applied.

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA)

When operating the turn signal switch to change lanes, if there is a risk of 
collision with a rear side vehicle, the system provides a warning. After the 
warning, if the risk of collision increases, the function automatically controls 
the vehicle to help avoid a collision. If exiting a parallel parking spot and there 
is a risk of collision with a rear side vehicle, the function automatically assists 
with emergency braking.
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10.25″ cluster (optional)

Full LED headlamps Bulb MFR headlamps (standard)

Walk-in device

Touch-type outside door handle (1st row) Flush glass (optional)Shift-by-wire automatic transmission 1st-row ventilated seatsLED headlamps (optional) Dual sunroof (optional_wagon only)1st-row double-laminated soundproof glass

2nd-row heated seats Roof tray2nd-row ventilated seats USB outlets at all seats (wagon only)Semi-punched leather-wrapped steering wheel Full-auto air conditioning system

17″ steel wheels 17″ alloy wheels18″ dark gray alloy wheels 18″ tinted brass alloy wheels 18″ alloy wheels (wagon only)

8″ display audio 4.2″ cluster (standard)

STARIA Premium

Tinted brass chrome bumper

STARIA (Wagon/Van)
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● The above values are results from internal testing and are subject to change after validation.
● Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.

Specifications

Unit : mm  * Wheel tread • 18″ wheel (front/rear) : 1,721/1,732 • 17″ wheel (front/rear) : 1,732/1,743 • 17″ wheel for van only (front/rear) : 1,732/1,716

Dimensions STARIA Premium
7 Seater

STARIA Premium
9 Seater

STARIA Wagon
9 Seater

STARIA Wagon
11 Seater

STARIA Van
3 Seater

STARIA Van
5/6 Seater

Head Room (mm) 1st row / 2nd row / 3rd row / 4th row 1,064 / 1,111 / 991 1,064 / 1,084 / 1,081 /991 1,064 / 1,087 / 1,081 1,064 / 1,087 / 1,081 / 991 1,064 1,064 / 1,087

Leg Room (mm) 1st row / 2nd row / 3rd row / 4th row 1,027 / 1,400 / 1,256 1,027 / 1,025 / 886 / 915 1,027 / 1,062 / 1,010 1,027 / 1,025 / 925 / 915 1,027 1,027 / 1,025

Shoulder Room (mm) 1st row / 2nd row / 3rd row / 4th row 1,831 / 1,672 / 1,618 1,831 / 1,789 / 1,645 / 1,618 1,831 / 1,781 / 1,645 1,831 / 1,789 / 1,645 / 1,618 1,831 1,831 / 1,789

1,990
(Van only : 2,000)

Overall Width
Wheel Tread*

1,997
1,721

Wheel Tread* 1,7325,253
3,273

Overall Length
Wheel Base

Exterior colors

Interior colors

Creamy white
(YAC) **

Graphite gray metallic
(P7V)

Moonlight blue pearl
(UB7)

Dynamic yellow
(NFA) *

Abyss black pearl
(A2B) **

Shimmering silver metallic
(R2T) **

Olivine gray metallic
(X5R)

Brass chrome
(brass chrome package)

Dark chrome

Gaia brown pearl
(D25)

* Wagon/Van only   ** Brass chrome package

Black monotone interior 
(nappa leather)

Blue two-tone interior_Color Package
(embossed leather)

Black monotone interior 
(embossed synthetic leather)

Black monotone interior 
(embossed leather)

Black monotone interior 
(synthetic leather)

Beige two-tone interior
(embossed leather)

Beige two-tone interior
(synthetic leather)

Black monotone interior 
(cloth)

(embroidered leather)

Blue two-tone interior 
(nappa leather) (embroidered leather)

Brown two-tone interior 
(nappa leather) (embroidered leather)

Gray two-tone interior 
(nappa leather) (embroidered leather)

*  Nappa leather is for premium 
7-seater only

Premium combination

Type
STARIA Premium / Wagon / Van

Smartstream G3.5 2.2 CRDi Diesel

Engine type V-type 6-Cylinder Inline 4-Cylinder

Displacement (cc) 3,470 2,199

Max. Power (ps / rpm) 272 / 6,400 177 / 3,800

Max. Torque (kg·m / rpm) 33.8 / 5,000 44.0 / 1,500~2,500

Transmission

8-speed A/T 8-speed A/T / 6-speed M/T

Drive system

2WD 2WD / *AWD (*A/T only)

Suspension

Front MacPherson struts

Rear Multi-link / Leaf spring (Van)

Tire

215/65 R17, 235/55 R18
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